igo	AIRS AND GRACES
Ordinary modern usage, however, has retained those forms
only in which ancient authority combines with practical con-
venience ; and not all of those. To set aside the verdict of time
in this respect is to prove archaic. Before using inversion,
therefore, the novice should ask himself two questions: is
there any solid, practical reason (ornamental reasons will not
do) for tampering with the normal order of subject and verb ?
and does the inversion sound natural?
Throughout this section it must be borne in mind that in
all questions of right and wrong inversion the final appeal is
not to history, but to the reader's perception: what sounds
right to most modern ears is right for modern purposes. When,
under balance inversion, we speak of a true and a false prin-
ciple, we do not mean to imply that the 'true* principle was,
historically, the origin of this kind of inversion, or that the
'false' is a mistaken analogy from it: all that is meant is that,
if we examine a collection of instances, those that sound
natural will prove to be based upon the 'true' principle, and
those that do not on the 'false'.
a. Exclamatory inversion.
This may be regarded as an abbreviated form of exclamation,
as if the word 'How' had dropped out at the beginning, and a
note of exclamation at the end. The inverted order, which is
normal in the complete exclamation, sounds natural also in the
abbreviated form. The requirements for this kind of inversion
are these: (i) The intention must be genuinely exclamatory,
so that the full form of exclamation could be substituted
without extravagance. (2) The word placed first must be that
which would bear the chief emphasis in the uninverted form.
It should be observed that this is the only kind of inversion in
which the emphatic word, as such, stands at the beginning.
Our first three examples satisfy these conditions, and are
unobjectionable. The fourth does not: we could not substi-
tute 'With what difficulty...!'; nor are the first words emphatic;
the emphasis is on 'conceive'. Yet the inversion is inoffensive,

